Abstract
Introduction
An old proverb claims that shoemakers' children often go barefoot. The shoemaker focuses so much attention on helping his customers that his or her own family does not benefit from his expertise. We believe a similar condition currently exists within Information Systems as an academic discipline. A new generation of Internet-based collaborative tools, commonly known as Web 2.0, has increased in popularity, availability, and power in recent years. The IS community has paid considerable attention to how these new tools can revolutionize business practices and create new business models (e.g., McAfee 2006; Wagner and Majchrzak 2006 ), but we have engaged in comparatively little discussion on whether or how these emerging technologies can influence the way we practice our own craft as academicians-namely, our core practices of research, reviewing, and teaching. This paper argues that the emergence of Web 2.0 tools provides an occasion for the IS discipline to critically evaluate our core practices in light of new technological capabilities to support collaboration. This paper calls on the IS discipline to engage in two activities in relation to the developing capabilities of Web 2.0 tools. First, we invite the discipline to consider the current state of technological capabilities across the discipline and the disciplinary processes associated with those capabilities. We argue that the main processes that currently typify research, teaching, and reviewing were formulated during an era of paper-based exchange. Web 2.0 tools represent opportunities for people to collaborate and share knowledge in important new ways, and they may represent a major opportunity for our discipline. The capabilities of Web 2.0 tools can enable different processes, ones that could be substantially better. But even if new processes are better in principle, it does not guarantee they will be adopted in a way that actually produces improvements in practice. We suggest that the current capabilities of Web 2.0 tools provide an opportunity for an active, critical reflection on and debate over the benefits and limitations of our existing practices and the opportunities and threats provided by these tools.
Second, we call for the discipline to engage in a series of informative experiments regarding how we might adopt and use Web 2.0 capabilities to support research, reviewing, and teaching. Since adoption of these technologies cannot be divorced from the social practices associated with their usage, these small experiments may be necessary to identify, discover, and develop a menu of effective social practices for Web 2.0 tools. Technologies are often appropriated by users in unexpected ways, or not at all Orlikowski 1992; Orlikowski and Iacono 2001) . Existing academic practices are strongly entrenched in individual and institutional levels, and it will likely require a conscious effort to consider whether and how these practices should be reformed. We advocate a series of exploratory pilot projects designed to elicit greater information and insight into both the benefits and drawbacks of adopting Web 2.0 technologies for research, reviewing, and teaching. At the conclusion of these experiments, the discipline would have better insight about whether (and how) to leverage these options and further develop these IT-enabled practices within the discipline-or to abandon these options in favor of existing practices or processes.
Although we believe that a variety of features and functions characteristic of Web 2.0 tools offer opportunities to transform our disciplinary practices, we forward the example of wikis for the purposes of this paper. We argue that wikis have key functionalities that make them uniquely suited for our disciplinary practices. We use our own experience with these tools to identify their possible benefits and drawbacks and to recommend experiments through which the discipline can explore and evaluate the potential implications of these tools.
Technological Assumptions
Drawn from the Hawaiian word meaning "quick," a wiki is simply a website that anyone can edit. A number of wiki platforms are readily available-MediaWiki, SocialText, PBWiki, Wetpaint.com, to name a few-and each of these platforms embed a slightly different bundle of features to support collaboration. Regardless of these differences, wiki platforms typically support two essential functions: open editing and edit preservation. Open editing refers to the ability for anyone to easily edit the content on a wiki. Edit preservation refers to the ability of wikis to retain all edits to and versions of content contained on the wiki. Taken together, these two functionalities also allow users to "roll back" any changes to the wiki and restore content to a previous version. These two relatively simple capabilities of wikis, individually and in combination, can create a robust and transparent collaborative environment.
In this paper, we adopt an ensemble view of wiki technology. According to Orlikowski and Iaconno (2001) , this perspective focuses on "the dynamic interactions between people and technology-whether during construction, implementation, or use in organizations, or during the deployment of technology in society" (p. 126). Specifically, we assume that technology, Embod[ies] social structures (conceptualized in terms of Giddens' notion of structure as sets of rules and resources), which presumably have been built into the technology by designers during its development and which are then appropriated by users as they interact with the technology. Typical questions addressed by this literature include: How do users appropriate the social structures embodied in a given technology and with what outcomes? What are the intended and unintended consequences of using a given technology? (Orlikowski and Iacono 2001, p. 127) This perspective on technology suggests that certain social assumptions are embedded in technologies by their designers, but these features can be appropriated and enacted by users in various intended and unintended ways. Although wikis embody the key features of open editing and edit preservation, these features can be adopted by users in different ways to support very different types of collaboration.
For instance, although anyone can edit a wiki, not everyone does. Without effective social structures to create incentives and guide these collaborative activities, collaboration may happen in radically different ways from those that are intended, or not at all. Further, precisely how to define the "anyone" who may edit may differ between settings. The wiki administrator can choose different privacy settings to determine precisely who can view and edit content on the wiki. The administrator may choose to allow anyone with an Internet connection (i.e., anyone who is able), only registered users (i.e., anyone who chooses to identify themselves), or only invited users (i.e., anyone the administrator wants) to view or edit content on the wiki. Since the ability to view and edit content may be specified separately, these settings can be combined in different ways.
A wiki can also be appropriated in ways that can alter its ability to preserve the editorial history. Since many wikis require the users to manually save their work, some users may save their edits very frequently but others may save edits only after a long period of editorial revision. These practices can create considerably different editorial histories, making it easier or more difficult for editors to access the editorial history and/or collaborate simultaneously on a wiki document. The ensemble view of wiki technology we adopt here assumes that the outcomes of wiki technologies are a function of both the features of the technology and whether and how that technology is appropriated by groups that use it; neither can be divorced from the other.
Using Wikis as a Research Environment
One way for the IS community to leverage wiki technologies is as a research environment. Wikis provide a remarkable source of both quantitative and qualitative data through the preservation of an electronic history of virtually all edits and activities that occur by its users, creating a unique environment through which to study IT-enabled collaboration. Wikis retain vast amounts of quantitative data, including the type and time of edits and the identity of the editor who made them. Since data is kept by the wiki in a standardized electronic format, it can be aggregated or disaggregated at a number of levels to provide a detailed picture of both the micro-and macro-collaborative processes. This data represents a fine-grained record of actual IS use, rather than the perceptual (Straub et al. 1995) or aggregate measures (BurtonJones and Straub 2006) that the IS community has usually relied on to study this type of collaboration in the past. In addition, wikis also provide a rich source of qualitative data. Through information from discussion boards that operate in parallel with the collaborative editing and personalized information found on individual user pages, researchers can examine the discussion and rationale that supported particular collaborative features and decisions over time.
The combination of qualitative and quantitative data preserved by wikis provides a remarkably robust source of data about IT enabled collaboration that represents a promising frontier for IS research. It provides the opportunity to field test existing collaborative theories that were previously only addressable in experimental lab settings, such as roles of breadth and depth of discussion threads in the social construction of meaning for groups (Miranda and Saunders 2003) . It provides a vast amount of textual data that could be analyzed through automated tools (e.g., Abbasi and Chen 2008) to develop and test theories of knowledge evolution (e.g., do articles go through particular stages in their development over time?) or of collaborative behavior (e.g., are certain topics or styles of discussions common in the development of high-or low-quality articles?). It could provide opportunities to apply existing theories of IT-enabled collaboration in new settings. For instance, previous IS research has explored the motivation of individuals contributing knowledge in online settings (Constant et al. 1996; Wasko and Faraj 2005) , but these motivations may differ in open-source environments that occur outside any traditional organizational setting. These motivations may also differ for different kinds of content. For instance, in a separate study, we are finding that motivations for contributing to healthcare articles in Wikipedia differ considerably from motivations for contributing to other articles.
As the largest open-content wiki, Wikipedia provides rich, robust data on a phenomenon of keen interest to IS scholars, and the discipline should seek ways to actively explore opportunities represented by Wikipedia. We suspect that many IS researchers are actively pursuing research portfolios using Wikipedia data, and we continue to do so ourselves. Our current experience with Wikipedia is derived from two separate studies: an in-depth case study of the article related to the Virginia Tech massacre (see Table 1 ) and a quantitative study of Featured Articles on Wikipedia (Kane 2008) . Nevertheless, it will take considerable time for the lessons gleaned from studies like these to be disseminated through typical publication cycles at top journals. We hope to use this forum to disseminate some early lessons from this ongoing work to inform current and future research practices involving Wikipedia.
Most importantly, we found that Wikipedia hosts a remarkably rich and complex social environment (see Table 1 for details). The discussion pages of a Wikipedia article provide a fascinating account of how the conflicts, challenges, and decisions of the community influenced the article's development. Collaboration on Wikipedia is a much messier, more emotionally charged, and highly contentious process than is typically reflected in most accounts of online collaboration. The data preserved by Wikipedia provides a robust source for studying this social environment. The social structure can be gleaned from the article's edit history, and the personalities of the individuals involved are often revealed through their user pages. We expect that the success of Wikipedia as a collaborative environment is because of, not despite, this highly charged social environment-one that merits further investigation.
Because of this rich social environment, conducting research on Wikipedia involves equally complex ethical requirements. On one hand, all data on Wikipedia is available under GPL, and researchers can use this data without concerns about copyright or other intellectual property issues (Allen et al. 2006) . Nevertheless, other ethical issues are at play. For instance, Wikipedia editors were extremely concerned about privacy and confidentiality, which was surprising since all activity on Wikipedia is public, open, and preserved. One respondent claimed that conflicts on Wikipedia had been known to escalate into real-world stalking incidents. Researchers must remain sensitive to the concerns of Wikipedians connecting activity on Wikipedia with their realworld identity (many were sensitive even to conducting e-mail exchanges). Wikipedians take their activity on Wikipedia very seriously, with some editors reporting spending nearly 40 hours per week editing Wikipedia articles. The IS discipline should consider it to be unethical to disrupt these collaborative processes on Wikipedia for the purposes of research (e.g., vandalize a page to observe how long it takes to get fixed).
Challenges Facing Wikipedia-Based Research
Although there a number of benefits to Wikipedia-based research, it is not without its unique challenges. Researchers should not conduct a Wikipedia-based research agenda without considering many of the complexities and subtleties of the Wikipedia environment. First, collaboration on Wikipedia should not be reduced to its most easily observable elements. Since Wikipedia preserves rich data across over two million articles, it is tempting to limit an analysis of Wikipedia to this easily accessible quantitative data. This approach would overlook the rich and contentious discussions on the talk pages, the exchanges between editors posted on user pages, the diverse motivations for contributing to Wikipedia, and the debates between administrators regarding implementation of Wikipedia policy. If researchers restrict data collection to the most easily accessible quantitative data, there is a risk of developing a shallow, one-sided, and perhaps idealized view of collaboration on Wikipedia. Although we do not suggest that any individual study should be required to examine both qualitative and quantitative data, we do believe that the corpus of IS research into Wikipedia going forward should carefully balance both quantitative analysis and qualitative interpretation to more fully understand collaboration on Wikipedia.
Second, Wikipedia is an active social community and researchers should be aware that their actions are often transparent to its members. The researcher should take time to learn about and work within the cultural norms that govern collaboration on Wikipedia before conducting research. Unaware, we unintentionally violated several when conducting our research and were swiftly reprimanded for doing so. For instance, when attempting to administer a survey to the most prolific editors on the Virginia Tech article, certain administrators (not related to the article or our research) identified us as "spammers." Our account was blocked and it took considerable negotiation with multiple administrators to have the account restored and our research permitted to continue. 2 We found that the Wikipedia community was extremely supportive when we operated transparently and in good faith; but they resisted our efforts when we did not, even unintentionally.
Third, researchers should recognize that Wikipedia is a single case. Findings made using Wikipedia data should spur future research to assess its generaliziblity to other instances of ITenabled collaboration. Article demonstrated cycles of expansion and contraction as information was added and removed/synthesized/ spun-off. Some changes appeared (and disappeared) repeatedly as community wrestled for control of content.
Edit Log
Compiled data on each edit and the editor who made the edit, aggregating data to determine behavior and structure of collaborative community.
Analyzed total number of edits to the article (9,200), total editors (1,700), and their distribution over time.
Examined average edits/editor, minor edits, anonymous edits, identity of and editorial profile of top 1%, 2%, and 10% of editors.
Community demonstrated core-periphery structure, core editors responsible for most of edits (top 1% = 20% of edits, top 10% = 50% of edits). An examination of the type of edits suggested that the core community primarily responsible for editing, not adding new content. This data was also used to determine impact of vandalism on the article, finding that acts of major vandalism were corrected in about one minute.
User Pages
Detailed the selfreported identity of each editor and his/her editorial history.
Created rough profile of the top 2% of editors, including biographical data on user pages and previous experience editing Wikipedia.
Surprising diversity in type of editors-college students, software programmers, and professional editors, to name a few. Both U.S. and international editors, both younger and older editors, wide range of breadth and depth of previous experience. With approximately 10,000 edits by 2,000 editors, it was one of the most heavily edited pages in Wikipedia history. (2) It was a heavily viewed article. It had the most traffic of any article in April 2007, and it was one of the most heavily viewed articles in Wikipedia history. (3) Editing took place over a very short time frame, controlling for confounding factors such as the increasing popularity of Wikipedia. (4) It was regarded both outside (e.g., New York Times) and inside Wikipedia as an exemplary article (nominated and selected first as "good article," then as a "featured article." Featured Article is the highest designation of quality for a Wikipedia article, shared by only 0.07% of all articles). (5) Despite these factors, respondents indicated that editorial was "typical," albeit more time compressed than usual. • When soliciting survey respondents, list the survey questions on your user page and then provide a link to the survey question on the respondents' user page. Wikipedians dislike users posting a lot of dense text on their user page.
Talk Pages
• Prior to conducting a survey, solicit feedback at the Community Pump page. This is an area for general discussion among Wikipedians. Users here may offer suggestions for how to format your inquiry to be better received by the community. Community support gained here will aid in the positive reception of any request.
• Don't allow research assistants to use your Wikipedia account. This practice is considered a violation of Wikipedia's rules and norms. The researcher should either post requests him/herself or have students post from their own identities. Remember, all activity is transparent on Wikipedia, and students may be questioned when posting.
• Approach questions, concerns, and feedback with openness and understanding. Wikipedians are accustomed to editing content on Wikipedia, and your research will be no exception. In some ways, research on Wikipedia can feel like being submitted to a peer review process before ever beginning the research. Some feedback will actually be helpful.
• Wikipedians will generally be very hesitant to interact outside of the online environment. Some will even hesitate to interact via e-mail. This results from anecdotal stories of Wikipeida conflicts resulting in, according to one respondent "real world stalking incidents." Respect and guarantee of privacy is essential to build trust with Wikipedians.
Types of Helpful Tools Publicly Available for Research
• http://vs.aka-online.de/wppagehiststa. Tool that returns the total number of edits on a given Wikipedia article, number of edits by month, percentage of anonymous edits, and percentage of minor edits. Tool validated against VT data.
• http://tools.wikimedia.de/~interiot/cgi-bin/Tool1/wannabe_kate. Tool that returns the total number of edits made by a particular user, the total number of unique pages edited, and the most heavily edited page by a given user. This tool was validated anecdotally against user interviews.
• http://wikiscanner.virgil.gr/. Tool that identifies the IP address (anonymous editors only) of edits made to particular Wikipedia pages. Tool not validated.
• http://stats.grok.se/. Tool that tracks the Internet traffic for a given Wikipedia article. Tool not validated, but maintained by a member of the Wikimedia Foundation board.
Proposal: Develop an ongoing community resource of guidelines and tools for conducting Wikipedia-based research. We have included some lessons we learned and resources we used in the process of researching Wikipedia above and in Table 2 .
Some of these lessons may be regarded as the beginning of a series of "best practices" by which to conduct responsible and ethical IS research. Others will identify, develop, and share publicly available tools that have been found and validated for conducting Wikipedia research. We hope that others will use this list as a starting point to develop a robust collective research stream that uses Wikipedia as a research setting for studying electronic collaboration. We view Wikipedia as a remarkable and open platform for studying electronic collaboration, and we think that the IS community should aggressively cultivate an active research agenda in this area. It is highly likely that other fields and disciplines will gravitate toward Wikipedia for the same reasons. An early and intentional effort on behalf of the IS discipline will allow us greater influence over setting the agenda and standards for this research stream. We hope this paper will generate a series of guidelines for IS researchers, editors, and reviewers for conducting and evaluating Wikipedia research. We also hope it will disseminate lessons and insights into Wikipediabased research and shorten the cycle by which this knowledge can reach the IS community.
Using Wikis for Peer Review and Publication
The second opportunity for wikis to impact the IS discipline is to embed wiki-based collaboration in peer review and publication practices. Existing peer review processes were established at a time when it was necessary to exchange physical documents through the mail. Yet, as the process has received increasing automated support (culminating with packaged solutions like Manuscript Central), the structure of the process itself has remain unchanged. Electronic storage has replaced physical files, and electronic distribution has replaced physical mail. Although the process is perhaps accelerated as a result of these advances, the same cast of characters performs the same roles in the same way. In this respect, it would seem we are "paving the cow paths" in how we have used IT in this process so far.
If there were universal satisfaction with the existing review processes, then it would be fine to keep on paving those cow paths-but there is not. Satisfaction with the quality and timeliness of the review process varies widely across the IS discipline and among many constituent actors. Authors often voice complaints about the number and length of review cycles required to reach a final decision on a paper at top IS journals. Reviewers are often overworked, needing to formulate an independent recommendation on a paper but also provide constructive feedback without knowing what the editor's ultimate decision will be. Editors must assemble often disparate reviewer opinions into a singular decision letter (and recommended revision strategy) without knowing whether the recommended strategy will satisfy all of the reviewers and whether this guidance might even create unforeseen problems. Authors' perceptions that the review process may be somewhat arbitrary may lead them to shop a manuscript from journal to journal, with too little effort made to incorporate the suggestions from previous review teams. Further magnifying these challenges are the rapid increase in submissions in recent years to top journals, such as MIS Quarterly and Information Systems Research. We worry about the potential for a dysfunctional feedback loop at the top IS journals, where increasingly overworked review teams perform less effective reviews, leading to more rounds of review and more manuscript shopping, resulting in ever greater demands on editors and reviewers.
Despite these challenges, however, our top journals continue to produce outstanding examples of high-quality research. This commitment to quality cannot be compromised and should not be sacrificed. Nevertheless, it may be worth considering whether it is possible to develop alternative reviewing processes that would achieve equal or better quality outputs while making better use of the time, energy, and commitment of reviewers, editors, and authors. We believe the traditional review process is hampered by three factors: a linear, "waterfall" approach to completing review tasks, excessive compartmentalization of communication between different actors, and a general lack of transparency in the process as a whole. A wiki-based review platform holds considerable promise for improvement by enabling alternatives to the current linear, highly compartmentalized, and opaque process. While it is beyond the scope of this commentary to architect a detailed wiki-enabled review process from start to finish, we will offer some initial thoughts on how use of wikis could improve the quality of the review process, and also reduce the time required to move a paper through the entire review process. Further, with the support of the senior editor, we used this paper as a first experiment in wiki-based reviewing and we have included a brief description of and specific lessons learned from this process in Table 3 .
Our major suggestion is to use wikis to introduce periods of interactivity among members of the review team for papers that are likely to receive a "revise and resubmit" decision. Wikis could enable interactivity while also preserving the anonymity of the reviewers and authors to everyone but the editor(s). Specifically, we advocate two periods of wikienabled dialogue in the current review process. The first dialogue would occur among the reviewers and would be initiated by the editor in the case of a likely revise and resubmit decision. Reviewers would be invited to read and comment on the other reports. Reviewers could also revise their own reports as appropriate based on the comments of other reviewers. The editor(s) would monitor the process and would facilitate discussion as needed (e.g., to seek clarification from reviewers), but it but would probably be wise to not offer opinions at this stage.
Once the period of collaboration between reviewers is completed and the editorial decision is formulated, we suggest a second period of open dialogue between authors and the review team. The entire review package would be posted as wiki pages and then authors would be invited to engage in a constructive dialogue with the review team. Authors could use this opportunity to seek clarification on criticisms of the manuscript or recommended remedies, to argue for the validity of what they have done, or to seek feedback on candidate revision strategies. At the end of this dialogue, the editors might choose to adjust the guidance contained in their official reports, or not, as the circumstances warrant.
We believe that these two periods of interaction between members of the review team could yield a number of benefits. First, allowing reviewers to respond to one another's comments provides the editor with more information from which to formulate an appropriate decision. If members of the review team agree with the comments made by a particular reviewer, these points of consensus could be highlighted. On the other hand, if other members of the review team disagree with the comments made by a fellow reviewer,
Table 3. A First Experiment in Wiki-Based Review
In consultation with the editor-in-chief, we decided to employ an experimental wiki-based review process for this paper. This process provided some important initial insights into the potential benefits and drawbacks of wiki-based review.
We embedded the standard MISQ review forms into a wiki workspace (on a SocialText wiki to which we had access). Reviewers, authors, and editors were anonymized by title (e.g., Reviewer 1, Author 1, Senior Editor), and only the senior editor could access the identities. Reviewers posted their comments on the paper and then had the opportunity to comment on one another's reviews. Authors then posted their reply to the comments to the wiki, and the review panel had the opportunity to read and respond to this document. The wiki used for the review process is available at www.socialtext.net/misq5040.
Although it is difficult to generalize from a single case (particularly in the unique setting of an Issues and Opinions submission), some initial insights are possible.
• There are a number of startup costs associated with new processes, both expected and unexpected. Some of these startup costs are technological (e.g., figuring out how to anonymize the wiki), but most are social in nature. For instance, the editor noted that the wiki could automatically notify users by email when new comments were made to the wiki, but review panelists were not conditioned to respond to these announcements.
• The period of interaction revealed critical information that would not have been revealed in the traditional review process. The two reviewers disagreed with one another on the current state of the review process at top IS journals (i.e., whether it was in need of major repair or not), but this difference was only identified when one reviewer replied to the comments of the other. The authors found this information indispensable for crafting an effective revision strategy, enabling them to find a common ground between the reviewers' opinions.
• One reviewer commented on the need to "reload" the paper in his/her memory for the period of interaction, an unintended consequence of the process change. As a result, this reviewer noted that, for wiki-based process innovation to work, it would have to occur within strict deadlines and not when reviewers had spare time (as in the current system). If reviewers did not comment by the deadline, the review process would continue without their feedback. This reviewer noted that these changes could introduce interesting dynamics into the review process.
• A more radical suggestion was also formulated by one reviewer: allowing the review panel to directly edit the paper, rather than craft a separate reply document. Since wikis allow the preservation, restoration, and comparison of multiple versions of the content, little damage would be done by allowing this process. We envision the value here would be in the ability to comment directly on the document, permitting discussion alongside the relevant text rather than separate from it. Some wiki platforms currently support this functionality but some do not.
• The particular wiki platform used had strengths and weaknesses for the review process, which differed from our use of the same wiki platform in the classroom. It would be important to carefully select the appropriate wiki platform for use in the wiki process for best results.
the other reviewers could indicate their dissent on these matters. Further discussion may help lead to consensus among the review panel on some disputed issue (e.g., the original reviewer may withdraw or clarify the objection) or it might become clear that the panel has reached a fundamental difference of opinion on a particular matter. The editor might weigh in to resolve the issue, might invite the authors into a discussion of the issue during the second period of interaction, and/or might decide that this point of disagreement is likely significant enough to derail the review process and issue a rejection (rather than discovering these problems only after multiple additional rounds of review). Authors could engage in a similar dialogue with the editor and/or reviewers before determining whether or how to proceed with a revision strategy. We believe that the primary benefit of these periods of interaction is to provide more information earlier in the review process to determine whether and how to proceed with further rounds of review.
Second, the period of open dialogue could leverage reviewers' time more efficiently by separating the evaluative and developmental portions of the review process. The purpose of reviews at most top journals is twofold: to identify a paper's potential suitability for publication and to offer insight on how the paper might be improved. Currently, these processes are conducted in the same review document, which may not be most efficient or effective way to accomplish these dual objectives. If a paper is to receive a reject deci-sion, it may be sufficient for the reviewer to broadly illuminate the three or four points that could most improve the paper. The authors would receive valuable feedback and the reviewers would not spend time identifying minor comments that will likely be subsumed in major revisions to the paper. On the other hand, if the paper is to receive a revise-andresubmit decision, reviewers may want to develop more detailed feedback to guide the process, which could be accomplished in the period of interaction. Thus, the period of interactivity in the review process could enable reviewers to provide feedback that is more appropriate given the likely editorial decision: rejected papers will receive briefer but higher-level feedback, whereas papers invited for revision will receive more attention.
Third, interactivity in the review process enables editors to leverage the inherently social nature of the review process to improve the review process as a whole. Reviewers may identify and articulate the issues facing a paper more carefully if they know they may be called to defend their positions to their peers in front of an editor who knows the identity of all players. It may also serve to improve the craft of reviewing over time. In the current system, a reviewer's window into whether they have performed a good review or not comes from being copied on a review package that often arrives (if it does at all) weeks or months after completing their review. A revised wiki-based system would provide this feedback as a natural part of the interactive process. Reviewers will receive more immediate and interactive responses to their comments, making it easier to make inferences about their quality and providing the opportunity to clarify or restate certain arguments. As reviewers receive this enhanced feedback on the quality of their reviews, they can learn from the process and improve the quality of their reviewing in later rounds of the same paper or in their reviewing of other papers.
Wikis and other Web 2.0 tools could also represent a complementary publication channel for distributing articles, enhancing of standard journal websites to allow community "review" of the paper following publication. The advantage is that it could provide a common forum for discussing the merits and implications of papers following their release, increasing dialogue among the discipline. For instance, as Ph.D. students discuss particular articles in seminars, they could post their deliberations online, enhancing the experience of future readers. On the other hand, these feedback mechanisms may devolve into an outlet for detractors of a particular paper or method, attracting only those who seek to discredit a paper rather than discuss it. Wiki-based paper dissemination might be more valuable for certain types of papers (e.g., Issues and Opinions, Theory and Review) than others (e.g., empirical studies).
Challenges Facing Wiki-Based Review
The benefits of a wiki-based review process would not be automatically realized simply by adopting a wiki platform. It involves a fundamental change to core disciplinary practices that have been ingrained for decades or more, and such changes create some potentially significant challenges.
First, successful implementation of wiki-based review would require energy and effort by all stakeholders in the review process. Journal editors would need to develop and implement new processes, possibly requiring several rounds of experimentation to identify how best to promote quality reviews. Reviewers would need to learn what is expected of them in the new review process, which would certainly create more work in the beginning for already overburdened reviewers. Authors would face additional burdens too, as they submit their work to new processes involving increased interaction with reviewers and editors. This energy and effort would be required by all stakeholders without clear guarantees about whether or how these efforts would improve the review process for the future. Further, no new processes will change the fact that reviewing is simply one responsibility among many for academics, one for which we receive little direct reward. Therefore, editors, reviewers, and authors may be understandably reluctant to expend the effort required to learn a wiki-based review process, but it would require the active involvement of all three stakeholders for any changes to be successful.
Second, although we have assumed that interaction between reviewers will have a net positive impact on the review process, this benefit is by no means guaranteed. It is certainly possible for dysfunctional group dynamics to contaminate the interactive process. For instance, reviewers might reach an irresolvable impasse on a particular issue, requiring that the editor step in and make an immediate ruling to return the review process to a constructive course. It may become necessary to adopt more formal group processes, such as nominal group technique (Delbecq et al. 1975) , to help facilitate these interactive portions of the review process and aid in creating productive collaboration. We do not think independence of reviewers requires isolation, but this potential implication would need to be carefully evaluated and monitored.
Third, using a wiki could introduce unforeseen changes to the review process, with unknown implications. For instance, because reviewers know that the period of interactivity is available, this awareness might lead to briefer initial reviews, since reviewers might assume they will have the chance to flesh them out later. Or, it might lead to longer reviewers, if reviewers were to feel greater pressure to "cover all their bases." Either way, this would involve some tradeoffs that may not be positive on net.
Fourth, although the interactivity may decrease the workload of the review team by eliminating one or more full rounds of review, these gains may be offset by the coordination costs required by reviewers to interact with one another within each round. While at present reviews can be completed when most convenient over a four to six week period, in the new process the interactive portions would have to be scheduled to in a much tighter window lest the overall process be unacceptably delayed.
Clearly, there are a number of significant challenges and risks associated with adopting wiki-based review. On the other hand, high risks often introduce the possibility of high rewards. It could result in a reviewing process that increases the volume and quality of published research while reducing the time and energy required doing so. If such a goal could be realized, it would certainly be worth considerable effort and energy on behalf of the discipline to achieve. Further, if the IS discipline can successfully reform academic review processes, these processes might be adopted by other academic disciplines and improve our standing within the academy.
There are also risks associated with failing to consider the impact of wikis and other Web 2.0 tools on our academic review processes. Electronic review systems (e.g., Manuscript Central) are codifying existing practices into IT systems without considering whether these are the best way to conduct these processes. Even now, if a journal did decide to implement wiki-based review processes, it would likely be necessary to introduce a separate system into the process to manage the interactive elements of the process until a time when an existing software package supported both elements. Other disciplines are also considering similar implications of Web 2.0 on the peer review process (Anderson 2006) . Without even considering the question of whether or not the IS discipline should abdicate the lead in these process innovations, disciplines with faster publication cycles could address emerging and interesting IS-related research questions earlier, relegating our findings to "old news" by the time our research reaches publication.
Proposal: Sponsor a special issue of a top journal that employs Wiki-based review. Given the high risk/reward profile of significant changes to existing review processes, we recognize that editors, reviewers, or authors would be rightfully wary to adopt any of these suggestions without a better understanding of how these innovations would influence the review process and its outcomes. The pros and cons of wikibased review are not likely to be fully realized through process design alone, but it requires experimentation and reflection. A relatively low-risk approach to accomplish these goals would be a special issue dedicated to experiment with and evaluate wiki-based review processes that would allow a group of editors, authors, and reviewers to explore the benefits and drawbacks for the changes introduced here. This approach would provide an opportunity to explore the potential benefits of wiki-based review, while minimizing the downsides and involving only parties who were interested in participating in such an experiment.
Such a special issue could take one of two distinct forms. First, it could be a much-needed special issue dedicated to IS research involving Web 2.0 technologies, which then uses Web 2.0 technologies in the development of the issue. The benefit of this approach is a cognitive alignment between the issue's content and its process. Second, the issue could be simply a process-based special issue, soliciting general (previously unsubmitted) articles. The advantage of this approach would be that the issue could assess the benefits on a number of different types of papers, and the authors of all papers submitted are willing to accept both the potential advantages and disadvantages of an experimental review process. In either approach, the senior editors could then detail the benefits, drawbacks, and potential future directions of wiki-based review, publishing their results for the community as a summary article for the issue.
Using Wikis for Teaching
Another potential impact of Web 2.0 is in the classroom. Despite advances in collaborative technologies and the abundance of freely available information on the Web, most faculty continue to teach using traditional methods based on textbooks and coursepacks. Although these traditional methods have a number of benefits-clearly organized content assembled by recognized experts-these traditional practices also have a number of widely recognized drawbacks. The price of business textbooks has grown almost prohibitively high, and copyrighted content for coursepacks is not cheap. Even the newest textbooks can be outdated before the latest edition is available on shelves. Further, textbooks, even at a reasonable price and with good content, are unmodular and rigid, not amenable for adaptation by the professor to the unique learning needs of the individual setting. Some publishers allow instructors to pick and choose the best content from books and other traditional materials and compile it into a custom book-but this does not make the material any timelier. We argue that wikis can be used to create content that could be substantially less expensive, timelier, more flexible and, and, in some instances, even more accurate than traditional textbooks.
Although there are many ways that wikis can be used to facilitate classroom learning, the most significant impact is likely in the ways that wikis can be used to create and/or harness course content. First, faculty members could increase their utilization of freely available content generated by opensource knowledge creation communities. Although the Wikimedia Foundation has attempted to create Wikiversity as a repository for curriculum, Wikipedia still appears to be the more robust source of content. Similarly, the IS community might develop our own expert-created open-source content, similar to the model presented by the Global Text Project at the University of Georgia and University of Denver (www.globaltext.org). This approach solves the problem of amateur or turbulent content, but it becomes subject to greater lag times as faculty must find time in their already busy publication streams, and it faces the same critical mass problem of Wikiversity. Studies have demonstrated the generally reliable nature of community-generated knowledge and have generally shown that the larger the community generating the knowledge, the more accurate and complete that knowledge is likely to be (Ball 2007; Kittur and Kraut 2008; Wilkinson and Huberman 2007) . As a result, we expect that Wikipedia will likely be the most robust source of community-created content.
Second, rather than appealing to an outside community for content, wiki platforms can also give the student "crowd" the opportunity to contribute content for class. Many companies are experimenting with Web 2.0 based methods in which they leverage the contributions of volunteers, customers, or collaborators to tackle problems they have found it difficult to address in house (Friedman 2005; Howe 2006; li and Bernoff 2008; Tapscott and Williams 2006) . In similar ways, faculty can use these tools to spur students to actively participate in the development of their own curriculum, feedback, and learning goals. Students are well positioned to identify relevant content on forums frequented by students but not by faculty-for instance, YouTube, Facebook, or student newspapers. Encouraging students to contribute course content from these sources also serves as a valuable learning mechanism, identifies content that may be more relevant to the student population than those selected by faculty, and creates an engaging dialogue as students present their findings and justification for its inclusion on the wiki. Copyright infringement and plagiarism are important considerations when adopting student-contributed content and faculty must take the opportunity to develop specific ethical guidelines for acceptable contribution and citation in a Web 2.0 environment. Nevertheless, we view this issue less as a threat and more as a much needed opportunity to begin shaping ethically responsible use of Web 2.0 tools in knowledge creation.
Course deliverables can be designed to facilitate content creation. For instance, group projects in our classes are not traditional papers but students are assigned to develop sections of the class wiki. The knowledge creation that occurs in one class is preserved for use by future classes. Nevertheless, high-quality knowledge is difficult to create, even in strong communities. In our experience, only about 10 percent of initial contributions are of sufficient quality for use in later classes, but the 10 percent that is reusable would not have been found by the professor otherwise. Assignments can, however, be structured in a way to increase the quality of the content. One way is to build on course content across sections or in different semesters. For group projects, our students are permitted to either develop new content or improve on existing content from previous semesters. Since it is easy to compare different versions of a wiki page, students can easily be evaluated on their incremental contribution to a particular article rather than a freestanding product. Active guidance from the professor and peer review among students during project development can also help improve content. Since wikis represent evolving content rather than a static product, the professor and other students can offer incremental feedback and evaluation at multiple checkpoints of the project. Since all wiki projects are public, the professor can also highlight best practices from current or previous semesters to provide templates for good work that other students can emulate. These practices need not markedly increase the workload of the professor, but can shift the effort from project completion to throughout the project development.
Third, faculty members could use other Web 2.0 tools to harness and organize the abundance of information freely available on the Web. Wikis can be used to create "mashups" (i.e., combinations of content or features of multiple Web 2.0 technologies in a single place) to leverage the best existing content on the Web. Wikis can use other Web 2.0 tools to gather and categorize freely available information for use in the classroom. These tools can be used to identify relevant content and route it to the appropriate place on the course wiki through RSS feeds and associated filters. For example, we use an RSS feed reader to tag certain articles from the press and route those articles to the appropriate sections on the course wiki. This provides more timely and robust information on class-related topics than would be possible through other mechanisms.
Web 2.0 tools themselves will not improve teaching or learning, but it is possible that the processes they enable will.
As a result, choosing whether and how to adopt Web 2.0 tools in the classroom should not be made for the sake of using new tools. The teacher should carefully consider whether and how these tools can increase the value of and/or decrease the effort required to manage the learning environment. Admittedly, it may take some trial and error on behalf of faculty to develop effective teaching processes that leverage Web 2.0 tools. We regard these efforts as the cost of remaining relevant in a world being changed by information technology, a common experience of many knowledge professionals today. Table 4 briefly describes several ways we have experimented with wikis to change our own classroom practices at both the undergraduate and the MBA levels.
Many managers are also experiencing similar sorts of changes in authority and role in contemporary organizations (Hamel and Breen 2007) . Increasing the involvement of students in developing and evaluating course content may also have implications for the faculty member's role in the classroom. In one sense, faculty members will do much of the same things we have always done: assign readings, hold lectures, lead discussions, assign and evaluate projects or exams, etc.
On the other hand, we may conduct these tasks in ways that capitalize on the collaborative environment of Web 2.0 tools: students evaluating the value of readings we assign, faculty providing opportunities for responding to or participating in lectures, enabling discussions outside the formal classroom, incorporating peer evaluation into assignment development and project evaluation. Thus, we see faculty members shifting their emphasis between the traditional roles of "resident expert" and "qualified guide" to less of the former and more of the latter. This shift should not be confused with a reduced importance of the faculty member; it is unlikely that effective collaborative learning will "just happen" without the active presence and guiding hand of the faculty member.
Challenges Facing the Use of WikiBased Content for Teaching
There are several potential drawbacks to adopting community-generated content for classes. First, although wikis may be able to harness better knowledge for use in class, their use does introduce the possibility of variance in the consistency of that content. Sources such as Wikipedia are surprisingly up-to-date, but these same dynamics also mean that that content may be somewhat fluid (e.g., an article may change between the time it is assigned and used in class). Second, although we recognize the community good of creating such a free common knowledge source within the IS community, we expect that, without strong incentives for faculty to contribute their best work in a timely fashion, it will be difficult to continue generating content once initial enthusiasm for these initiatives wear off. Hiring, promotion, and tenure decisions are typically based on research productivity, not on developing content for an open-source knowledge repository. Any knowledge sharing regarding teaching practices will be most effective if they happen automatically as a by-product of creating content for their own teaching efforts. Third, content gleaned from existing wikis and other Web 2.0 sources may be targeted to an audience other than that of an academic class (e.g., stories designed to sell magazines may or may not be well-suited for academic discussion). As students are harnessed to create content for the course, this content may vary considerably in quality or may not be appropriate for class use. Finally, students have a tendency to believe that all information online is true, accurate, and available. The faculty must take the opportunity to teach students how to be effective consumers of peer-developed content when using this content for courses.
Proposal: Develop and sustain an IS WikiProject and
Portal on Wikipedia. We recognize that IS faculty might be reluctant to adopt content for courses whose quality may vary from article to article or from day to day. We argue that active IS community involvement in forums like Wikipedia could identify the best content, exert a stabilizing influence over that content, and proactively develop content that would be of use in the classroom. A good mechanism to achieve these goals would be to develop and sustain a WikiProject and Portal dedicated to IS on Wikipedia. As Wikipedia defines these initiatives, A WikiProject is a collection of pages devoted to the management of a specific topic or family of topics within Wikipedia; and, simultaneously, a group of editors that use said pages to collaborate on encyclopedic work. It is not a place to write encyclopedia articles directly, but a resource to help coordinate and organize article writing and editing. Portals are pages intended to serve as "Main Pages" for specific topics or areas. Portals may be associated with one or more WikiProjects; unlike WikiProjects, however, they are meant for both readers and editors of Wikipedia, and should promote content and encourage contribution. In a class of 140 students, over 200 questions/answers submitted-a 10:1 ratio of submissions to question used. Students report that the exam is difficult but fair.
Peer Review Students are required to review two group projects, detailing its strengths and potential improvements.
Groups may nominate the "best" peer reviewer as a candidate for bonus points. Every member of a project group reviews different projects, providing a complete overview of other projects.
Although groups improve based on the content of the feedback, the impact is mostly motivational. As groups observe the quality of other projects, they tend to raise the quality of their submission to compete with others.
Dynamic Content
RSS feeds provide relevant articles from the business press to the wiki in both general and targeted formats.
The professor uses Google Reader to aggregate feeds and tag interesting articles to send to the wiki. Students are required to post and reflect on at least two articles to the wiki throughout semester.
Even if used only as headlines, gives a sense of recent developments in technologies and technology companies, keeping class content fresh. Students become accustomed to using RSS as a means to stay informed on a topic.
Multimedia Deliverables
All course projects are submitted only as wiki posts. This enables students to employ pictures and videos as a part of their presentation and link to source articles.
Videos are used as part of course lectures and wiki-based reading materials, many of which had been submitted by students in previous semesters, setting expectations for appropriate use.
Content becomes more interactive and user-friendly. Since all deliverables are posted to the wiki, deliverables are easily reused as content for future classes.
User Profiles Students develop brief profiles about themselves (including a picture).
Profiles are created as part of an exercise designed to teach students how to use the wiki.
Enables professor and students to identify one another in larger classes and connect online activity with real-world identity. Can be used as an informal social networking mechanism (particularly when augmented by a pure social networking tool like Facebook).
Quantifiable Participation Metrics
All wiki activity is tracked, including page views and posts.
Students are informed that wiki participation will count towards class grade.
Most active wiki contributors often not those most vocal in class. Also serves as a means of validating excuses for late or improper work because all wiki activity is recorded.
Self-Organizing Systems
Students are typically provided instructions for how to organize contributed content or register topics.
Brief instructions are provided for how to organize content on each wiki page (e.g., put your name in class by alphabetical order).
Decreases administrative workload of professor by developing processes by which students organize and administer content.
There would be a number of advantages to developing such a forum on Wikipedia. 
Wikis as a Collaborative Platform
Whether for research, reviewing, or teaching, the single most valuable advantage to wiki platforms is the increased ability for members of the IS community to work together on our core processes. Table 5 presents a summary of the ways we believe wikis can influence the core process of research, reviewing, and teaching.
Researchers collaborating on a project can use wikis as a common repository of data or documents. Authors can use wikis to collaboratively edit papers, as a way to work on a paper simultaneously and/or to reduce version control problems. Different conferences or journals may choose to experiment with wiki-based review or presentation, such as the one that occurred during a panel session at ICIS 2007 (Te'eni et al. 2007 , each discovering different benefits and drawbacks associated with these process innovations. Teachers may find or develop outstanding sources of Web-based content for their own courses that could be readily adapted by colleagues in other courses or at other universities. IS academics may find numerous other benefits for a robust platform for creating and sharing knowledge within the discipline that go beyond what can be accomplished with mailing lists and webmastercontrolled web sites.
We recognize that many individuals in the IS community are initiating pioneering efforts in these and other areas. Our experience suggests that IS academics are open to and interested in the potential process innovations that wikis enable. One of the biggest challenges hindering these developments, however, is the lack of a common platform on which these processes can emerge. Different individuals and different universities often employ different platforms for wiki-based collaboration. These multiple platforms mean that information created on one platform and user proficiencies gained in one wiki environment are not easily transferable to another The potential improvement in collaborative processes we outline here, however, is likely to be realized only once a standardized wiki platform emerges. We suggest that for the discipline to truly leverage potential benefits of wiki-based collaboration, the discipline needs a common platform on which all IS academics can collaborate on research, teaching, and peer review.
Proposal: AIS develop or (preferably) adopt a common wiki platform for use by the IS community.
The IS community maintains a common knowledge repository, the ISWorld website. This website is complemented by a single e-mail distribution list that disseminates mostly general information regarding conferences and journals. As an important addition to these resources, we recommend that AIS should develop, support, and maintain a common wiki platform available for all its members. The technological and financial demands of such an initiative are likely to be fairly reasonable. Wikimedia became one of the top-ten sites on the Internet with oly seven paid employees.
The most significant short-term benefit to a common wiki platform in the IS discipline may not lie in its ability to create new Wikipedia-like collaborative opportunities, but in its ability to streamline and leverage existing collaborative efforts by members of the discipline. For instance, a wiki platform may be more appropriate for existing communication. The current ISWorld distribution list announces job postings, special issues of journals, various regional conferences, and debates side-by-side on one common forum. A wiki could host multiple discussion boards and communities (e.g., conferences in a particular geographic area, information regarding specific journals, discussions around specific subjects or methods) that enable users to voluntarily select which discussions they participate in or receive updates about by e-mail or RSS feed, as opposed to a single generic listserv. Wiki-based interaction can improve efficiency and quality of review process.
Open-source or community created knowledge for teaching lowers price and increases flexibility of content.
Common wiki-based platforms enable researchers to collaborate more productively on all processes.
Potential specific benefits • Interactions automatically preserved for qualitative and quantitative analysis.
• Over 10 million articles provide abundant primary data on ITenabled collaboration-not selfreported or perceptual.
• Multiple languages enable multicultural comparisons.
• Open-source license (GPL) means data freely usable.
• Publicly available tools to facilitate analysis. • Interactive opportunities for review team to identify points of consensus, contention, or needed clarification in review.
• Provides editor with additional information to make decisions and offer guidance.
• Opportunity for authors to clarify potential revision strategy before proceeding.
• Increased social pressure to perform good reviews.
• Reduce number of rounds of review to reach a sound decision.
• Crowdsourcing course content and deliverables potentially decreases costs for students and increases timeliness of content.
• Peer production enables students to identify nontraditional sources of content (e.g., YouTube, blog posts) that may illuminate course concepts in novel and relevant ways.
• Supports epistemological position more consistent with Web 2.0 world, enabling students to learn in ways more appropriate for contemporary environment.
• Serves as repository for project data.
• Opportunity for simultaneous authoring of paper.
• Common platform reduces startup costs and increases learning opportunities in review process.
• Easier for faculty to exchange teaching materials.
• Multiple wiki pages, to which users can subscribe for updates, enables finer-grained dissemination of information than does a single IS World distribution list.
Potential drawbacks • One-dimensional analysis of most easily accessible data (e.g., quantitative) can limit generalizablility or bias findings.
• Researchers' actions are transparent to community.
• Decentralized administrative structure means no single set of rules to follow during research.
• Dynamic community, standards may change over time.
• Potentially more/different work by reviewers (including start-up costs).
• Potentially lower quality initial reviews in anticipation of period of interaction.
• May lessen independence of reviewers.
• Unforeseen risks of implementing changes in one of most critical disciplinary processes. • Content may be less consistent as constant edits are made.
• Faculty workload can increase markedly if wikis is used to enable students to generate content but not help evaluate that content.
• Necessary to choose single platform that supports diverse functions (teaching, review, research).
• May be difficult to come to consensus regarding most appropriate wiki platform for diverse needs.
Challenges to appropriation • Wikipedia culture suspicious of "experts" and outsiders.
• Unique organizational and social environment raises questions of generalizability to other settings.
• Ingrained cultural factors of existing review process.
• No interface with existing electronic review systems.
• Current over-working of review team means there are few slack resources for innovation.
• Changing role of faculty from expert to experienced guide.
• How to leverage content from other Web 2.0 tools?
• Different wiki platforms embed different assumptions and functions, tough to work with many. Further, the existing general listserv digest could be made more navigable by placing embedded links to announcements posted on the common wiki platform rather than embedding the full text of announcements. We suspect that one outcome of the disaggregation of information distribution would result in more robust interactions between AIS members. More constructive debates may ensue if they are initiated on the listserv but take place on a more appropriate, dedicated forum instead of on the sole communication channel.
The most effective uses of a common wiki platform in the IS discipline might be in its ability to provide AIS members with a single forum for sharing, organizing, and coordinating many of the tasks they are already performing anyway. Peter Gray, who recently launched a wiki dedicated to virtual work, noted that sharing existing materials seemed to be the aspect of the wiki in which contributors were most interested. He noted that, "people seem happy to share existing reusable work products, but that the invitation to discuss and converge on new ideas was not compelling, because nobody engaged the discussion features." 5 It would be important to develop and adopt some form of community standards for attributing content used in this way, so that the people who develop such content get appropriate credit for doing so. The maintainers of the IS theory wiki are adopting a similar approach, seeking to improve contributions by creating an explicit link with the HICSS minitrack on IS theory. The value of wikis to collaboration in the IS discipline may not be just in the creation of new collaborative opportunities but in providing a more robust forum for existing collaboration.
Nevertheless, these short-term benefits enabled by wikis for supporting existing processes may also enable new collaborative capabilities for the future by establishing a standard for collaboration in the discipline. For instance, a common wiki platform can facilitate research among collaborators at multiple universities by providing an information repository for research teams working on a common project, hosting common files, research notes, and relevant references. As early adopters of wiki technology, we have sought to collaborate with other researchers using wikis in just this way. In instances were those efforts failed, it was primarily because project members were familiar with different wiki platforms, and we unwilling to learn a new platform for the purposes of a single project-especially if we were already using other wiki platforms on other projects. If all IS researchers began using a common AIS-sponsored platform, it could begin to overcome the start-up costs with adopting collaborative technologies, creating shared processes that would enable even more robust collaboration in future research efforts.
Access to this common platform may also increase membership in AIS, as scholars would need to join this online community to use these tools. Such a wiki platform should have a number of key features. First, it should be open-source, so the collaborative benefits would not be derailed by the future prospects or decisions of a given provider (and would remain cost-effective for AIS to implement). Second, it should be user-friendly. Many wikis are adopting interfaces that are not much more difficult to manage than typical word-processing programs. This feature would be important to create a critical mass of collaboration within the discipline and not just among wiki advocates. Third, it should have the ability to create multiple-levels of privacy protection. Using wikis for research and review would have very different privacy needs than using wikis for teaching, and a common platform would need to support the multiple types of collaborative processes on which our discipline depends.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have argued that Web 2.0 tools, specifically wikis, have begun to influence business and knowledge sharing practices in many organizations. IS researchers have spent considerable time exploring the impact and implications of these tools in organizations, but we argue that those same researchers have not spent sufficient time considering whether and how these new technologies may provide opportunities for us to reform our core practices of research, review, and teaching. In this way, the IS discipline may be like the shoemaker's children, unable to benefit from the very expertise that exists within our own family. We argue that the IS discipline should consider how wikis and other Web 2.0 tools provide opportunities to rethink the way we conduct our core practices. Nevertheless, we are not technological determinists that believe the simple adoption of wikis will yield positive benefits. Users can appropriate IT tools in unexpected ways, and process changes can have unintended negative consequences. Any potential changes to our core processes should be considered critically and carefully. (Davis 1989) , social identity in online groups (Bagozzi and Dholakia 2006) , and social capital (Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998) predict quite nicely to behaviors that are observed in organizational wikis. For example, many people do not edit others' work on a corporate wiki in part because they feel that they would be publicly criticizing the other person, thereby harming their acceptance in the community-a finding predictable by existing apprenticeship models of socialization (Lave and Wenger 1991) . Similarly, theories on coping with new technologies (Beaudry and Pinsonneault 2005 ) predict why we find many people not willing to change their practices and adopt wiki norms . Social capital theory To create an equivalent theoretical piece for wikis requires that we first think about wiki use-cases as distinguishably different genres (Orlikowski and Yates 1994) . We recognize that a wiki used to create an article with a neutral point of view, for example, is fundamentally different from a wiki used to evaluate others' ideas (as in teaching or peer reviews). Second, we conceptualize, in theoretical terms, the unique affordances that wikis provide. To name a few, these include democratization of contributions (e.g., leveling the playing field so anyone can contribute an idea), new emergent roles in moving conversations forward (pruning, identifying holes needing more discussion, naming conventions, etc.), community-based policing, and separation of dialogue from decision. Third, we need to study how the web of relationships between the wiki functionalities, the organizational design, the norms of use, and the community affect how these affordances play out. Then, we need to take another look at IS theories and those in other disciplines to argue why Web 2.0 technologies may cause us to reconsider our previous theoretical assumptions. For example, theories of contributions to online communities assume that participants are motivated by social exchange (e.g., Roberts et al. 2006) and/or social capital (Wasko and Faraj 2005 ). Yet many contributors to organizational wikis-what we call Shapersorganize others' contributions not for social exchange or social capital motives, but instead because they are genuinely concerned about the organization's ability to adapt to the needs of a volatile environment . Not only should findings like this encourage us as researchers to rethink social exchange and social capital theories, but they also should encourage researchers in other domains, such as dynamic capabilities models (Eisenhardt and Martin 2000) to modify their theories to include information shaping as an important dynamic capability of a firm.
About the Authors
In closing, the title of the article by Kane and Fichman, in which they reference a shoemaker's child, carries an additional message that we should not ignore. The fact that a shoemaker's child goes barefoot is not because the shoemaker intentionally keeps shoes away from the child, but because of time and resource constraints. Kane and Fichman propose that wikis replace textbooks by utilizing available content and developing IS-specific content, that wikis exploit the power of "crowdsourcing" by managing peer evaluations and helping students design their own deliverables, and that wikis facilitate better communication between educators and students. They are right, but there may be other functions that can be supported, by other technologies, with other, unintended, consequences.
Wikis can be used by the community to co-plan ICIS, by enabling a track's participants to integrate knowledge across individual sessions on the same topic, by enabling a lecturer and participants of a specific lecture to present the materials days before the session, assemble comments during the session and make the resulting document accessible after the session so that knowledge sharing becomes an ongoing process.
In 2007 in Montreal, 20 highly motivated experts worked intensively for over 60 minutes to record and generate ideas that evolved during a lecture. The lecture slides and a wiki, organized according to the slides and seeded with text, were available to the experts in advance. In the session, new ideas were placed on the wiki and displayed to the audience on a second screen to enable multi-communicating (Reinsch et al. 2008) . In other words, the lecturer's perspective structured the creation of a wiki-based white paper. The wiki was accessible for further extensions after the session.
Thus, the 20 experts and others in the audience cocreated a body of knowledge that was richer than the original body of knowledge provided by the lecturer (Majchrzak et al. 2008 ). Most of the expert users claimed the cognitive demands were excessive and that they would not be willing to repeat the experience. It was too demanding to listen to the lecturer, assimilate the information, think of comments, read previous comments, place the comments on the wiki and remember to return to the lecture and the dialog in the room. The wiki way was not meant to be done in a hurry.
Clearly wikis offer a long list of functions, but any community-wide effort should go beyond a list. We should, in addition, analyze the participants' needs and practices, and we should learn from experience.
Needs and Practices
Our conferences are places for sharing knowledge and socializing. The two processes intertwine throughout: in the sessions, corridors, coffee breaks and luncheons, receptions and social events. Moreover, learning relies on both processes; IT should reflect this coupling.
Wikis are well suited for knowledge sharing. The wiki principles of incomplete, incremental and evolving content and of wide, transparent, and easy access ensure most of the requirements of IT for effective knowledge sharing in environments of distributed cognition (Boland et al. 1994) . But learning at a conference (and at school) is both personal and interpersonal. People need the time to assimilate new information in light of their own perspective. Blogs, for example, are better suited for personal development than wikis. A combination of blogs and wikis in which people can travel easily between the personal and the interpersonal is needed. Moreover, interpersonal learning in communities of practice occurs when participants learn to think and act within the network of co-learners (Contu and Willmott 2003) , and, as social capital theory predicts, members of enhanced social networks will share knowledge more readily . IT that supports interpersonal learning should, therefore, support both knowledge sharing and relationships between co-learners. Wikis, for example, may need to be combined seamlessly with social network software. The list of additional functionality needed is endless. A systemic view of our learning needs and practices would determine the effective use of wikis and other technologies, reducing the risk of suboptimal and counterproductive use.
Lessons Learned
Nobody came back after the session to add to the wiki white paper. We shouldn't be surprised. Once the initial enthusiasm has waned, people will not continue investing knowledge and effort when colleagues do not reciprocate .
Several efforts to disseminate knowledge in novel ways have not been sustained. MISQ Discovery used multimedia, video, interactivity, hypertext, live data, and other online capabilities to "release us from the box of paper publishing" (from its call for papers 1995). MISQ tried to revive it 10 years later but failed to attract submissions. In none of these efforts did we obtain a critical mass of contributors to sustain a viable source of knowledge. We built it, but they didn't come. We expected the "we" and the "they" to merge but it didn't happen.
Other communities witness similar difficulties with wikis, including frustration at having your materials modified, fear of the criticism of others, reluctance to give up ownership and work anonymously, fear of destructive input, hesitation to edit the material of others, and uneasiness about taking responsibility for unfinished products that are public (Da Lio et al. 2008) . The behavioral, legal, and economic aspects of ownership and sensitivity to ownership by others (e.g., editing rights) will have to be considered in future IT for knowledge sharing.
Changing Our Ways
IT can (and perhaps should) restructure the way we conference (Te'eni forthcoming). Novel IT should be examined in that capacity and redesigned accordingly. Opening the conference to virtual participation seems inevitable. It will no longer be an annual three-day event but a peak activity in an ongoing virtual process of knowledge sharing and socialization; the physical gathering will be crucial to enable the intense knowledge sharing and socialization that can only take place through face-to-face interaction. Wikis could be redesigned to support both interaction modes, the ongoing and the intense interactions.
Ongoing learning requires two types of interrelated memories: personal memory and community memory; both types need to work seamlessly together at the conference and year-round. A participant sitting in a session at the conference should be able to access the community memory (e.g., the AIS e-Library as well as the wiki white paper developing in real time during the session) and simultaneously access his or her personal memory on a PDA, and move information between the two memories.
Finally, IT can personalize the learning experience. Learning styles, for example, abstract versus concrete or textual versus spatial, can be accommodated at conferences by ensuring a variety of media and forms of content. Moreover, helping participants relate the material to their own experiences, stored in their personal memory, would enhance learning (Bruner 1990 ).
To be feasible, such scenarios require the redesign of infrastructure and applications. Wikis are currently ill suited for many of the scenarios mentioned above but could be adapted and augmented to play a role in future conferencing.
Conclusion
Wikis are not a panacea for all learning situations. Several issues deserve further elaboration before we embark on a community-wide effort to institute them. The ownership of content and its presentation through mixed forms, two aspects of effective knowledge sharing systems (Boland et al. 1994) , have not been resolved; neither has the issue of incentives . Additionally, we must plan to integrate wikis with other technologies to support socialization for learning and to support situations of intense learning such as synchronous sessions. Partial solutions may do more harm than good.
